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In astrology, numerology is the study of numbers and their divine and psychic influences on life.

By adding up all the digits in your birth date using basic techniques, you will be able to know your
Life Path Number, enabling you possibly to determine what type of person you are and what paths
you might take in your lifetime.

What is Life Path Number?

Your Life Path number the sum of your birth date. This sum is said to represent who you are at birth
and the native traits that you will carry with you through life. It will also reveal the nature of your
unique journey through this lifetime, as well as reveal your special abilities and talents.

With your life path number, you will be able to know what destiny may have been in store for you,
and find out whether you are living up to your potential! In this way, you will be able to gain a better
idea of where you can find happiness and contentment as it gives you a greater understanding of
yourself.

How to Calculate the Life Path Number?

With all the numbers in your birth date, convert first the month to a single number, and then add this
individual digit, the birthday, and the individual digits of the birth year. Add together individual digits
again as necessary in order to reduce the sum to a single digit 1 through 9, or to the numerology
"master numbers," 11 or 22. These master numbers are not reduced any further.

Life Path Number Meanings

Psychics believed that in numerology, each number has a particular vibration, or energy.

Here are the basic vibrations of numbers zero through nine according to Internet encyclopedia,
Wikipedia:

Zero â€“ Everything or absoluteness, All

One â€“ Individual, Aggressor, Self. Leadership, Yang

Two â€“ Balance, Union, Receptive, Partnership Yin

Three â€“ Communication/interaction, Self expression, Neutrality and Innovative skills

Four â€“ Creation

Five â€“ Action, Restlessness, Life experience

Six â€“ Reaction/flux, Responsibility, Home/family

Seven â€“ Thought/consciousness, Spirit

Eight â€“ Power/sacrifice
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Nine â€“ Completion and Highest level of changes

Ten â€“ Rebirth

So, if your Life Path Number is a:

1 â€“ you are considered as a Pioneer. As a Pioneer, you are independent, energetic, and passionate

2â€“ you are considered as a Lover. As a Lover, you are compassionate, considerate, and caring. You
also tend to be creative and have an active imagination.

3 â€“ you are considered as a Communicator. As a Communicator you are charismatic and gifted who
are good at getting other people to work effectively.

4 â€“ you are considered as a Builder. As a Builder, you boast of a strong work ethic and tend to excel
in fields that are technical or analytical.

5 â€“ you are considered as a Free Spirit. As a Free spirit you tend to have a strong interest in the
occult, but don't always appreciate stability. As a Free Spirit you also tend to prefer freedom and
individuality to security and boredom.

6 â€“ you are considered as a Caregiver. As a Caregiver you tend to be made as excellent parents and
tend to be very family-oriented. You also have a strong desire to please others and to care for those
around them, as well as appreciate beauty and harmony.

7 â€“ you are considered as an Enigma as you have the ability to create an air of mystery around
yourself. As an Enigma, you also have a spiritual focus but tempered it with a scientific and inquiring
mind.

8 â€“ you are considered as an Executive. As an Executive, you don't work quite as hard as compared
to Builders, but you do work more diligently and generally achieve much greater success.
Executives are also ambitious and wealthy, and tend to gravitate toward positions of authority.

9 â€“ you are considered as a Survivor. As a survivor, from the time that you were a child, you had
learned to overcome opposition. As a Survivor, living is not easy, but it creates an inner strength
that is formidable.

11 â€“ you are considered as a Visionary. As a visionary, you are highly intuitive and generally quite
clairvoyant. You tend to make great spiritual leaders and serve as an inspiration to those around
you.
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